
Logicoli meeting  August 28
th

, 2008 

 

Attending: Qiwei, Jerimah, Emera, Nick, Hazim, Wayne, James 

Nick will be missing next Friday meeting. 

 

Nick—This is horse@#!#?.  People need to start showing up.  Zach sends his regards, Jason as well.  

Picking a new time, for when school starts.  Monday evenings.   

aGem: needs, presentations and posters from each group.  This is two weeks away.  Shannon and Jessica 

have ‘a’ presentation.  Wayne got @#@%! from his wife for thinking of filling in for Shannon, as she is 

going being away.  This presentation is scripted so it should be easy to plug and play different folks.  

Keep Wayne out of the doghouse and step up for this.  Get in touch with Shannon and Jessica to see 

about getting/seeing the presentation. 

Poster:  Wayne will draft a poster for next Thursday to take contributions.  Want to be finished up by the 

end of October.   

Lab:  Wayne is working in the lab until told otherwise, as to make up for Jessica and Shannon going back 

to school.  Things are mainly on the right track.  Wayne plans to put major time in on that.  Nick and 

Remko may be able to help out. 

T-Shirts:  Emera still needs the departmental logos.  Emera found a stall thing in WestEd.  Maps! Woot.  

These guys do silk screen onto T-shirts.  The estimates are close but they have few colours in the T-

shirts.  Subtitles snubs Emera.  Blacklisted!  Emera leans towards Bang-On.  Zach is a photoshop master 

and will look into things when he finishes work.  Emera will be showing up at Zach’s house.  Yikes!   

Hong Kong:  If somebody wants to go, they’d have to hang out in front of the poster and explain it.  It 

would be about 5 days out of the class time.  Wayne doesn’t feel like going.  If you want to go, talk to 

Wayne.   

Modeling:  progressing slow.  Need features with  number stripping and upper/lower case support. 

aGem: if there are problems with going, email Wayne with their contact info and Mike Ellison will send 

out a blanket email out.   

Zach has been voluntold to chair the next meeting. 

 


